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wIllO-4TUNNEL INPESTIGATIOIV AT MACH NCMRERS FROM 0.50 TO 1.29 

OFANUNSWXFTTAPERED WING CE ASFEXEI?.RATIO 2.67 

By Louis S. Stivere, Jr., and Alexander W. Malick 

Aerodynamic characteristica of an unswept wing having an aspect 
ratio of 2.67, .a taper ratio of 0.5, and employing full-pan, 2Bercent 
chord, plain, trailing+e flaps have been determined from wind-tunnel 
tests of a semispan model. Sections of the wing model were 0.08 chord 
thick from the 0.25 to the 0.75-chard points, and tapered to sharplead- 

8 ing and trailing edges. The data were obtained for a range of angles of 
attack from -3O to l2O and f or a range of trailing+dge-flap deflections 
from -loo to 6o" at Mach numbers fromabout 0.50 to 0.98 and from 1.09 
to 1.29. The Reynolds number varied from about 0.94 x lo6 to 1.27 x 10'. 
Whenever feasible the experimental results have been compared with theory. 

m general, the trailing-edge flap was effective in changing the 
lift coefficient at each angle of attack and Mach number of the investi- 
gation. At the highest subsonic Mach numbers, however, small regions of 
ineffectiveness or of negative effectiveness were etident at small flap 
deflections. The effects of the flapwing gaps at the lowest subsonic 
Mach numbers were to increase the drag coefficients and decrease the 
lift coefficients at the highest angles of attack. At the higher Mach 
numbers, the effects of the gaps were, for the most part, small. Reti- 
tively small variations with Mach number of the rate of change of flap 
hing+moment coefficient with flap deflection were evident except at 
Mach numbers near unity where comparatively large changes and reversals 
in sign occurred. The effect of Mach number on the rate of change of 
hinge-moment coefficient with angle of attack, however, was generally 
much greater than that on the rate of change of hinge--moment coefficient 
with flap deflection. 
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Two significant problems associated tith the application of low- 
aspectgatio unswept wings to aircraft designed to operate at supersonic 
or high subsonic Mach numbers are (1) the improvement of the Inherently 
low lift coefficients of such wings In landing or certain maneuvering 
attitudes, and (2) the aeleotion of control surfaces that will be suf- 
ficiently effective throughout the range of fJ3ght Mach numbers. As 'a 
solution to these problems for wings having sharp-leating-edge airfoil 
sections, it has been proposed to employ both leadi- and trailing-edge 
control surfaces. The aerodynamk characterietics of some unswept, low- 
aspect-ratio wingsaloying suoh control surfaces are reported fn ref- 
erences 1 to 6. Except for reference 5, aontrol-eurface hinge-moment 
characteristics were not presented in these reports. Only in ref- 
erence 6 are aerodynamic characteristics presented for both subsonic and 
supersonic Mach numbers. 

To supplement the ava~lable.inf,ormation regardi&the effectiveness 
tind hinge -moment characteristics of leading- and trailZLng-edge control 
surfaces on low-aspect-ratio wings; an Investigation has been made In the 
Ames l-by j-1/2+Poot high-speed wind tunnel-of a senriepan model of an' 
unswept, tapered wing of aspect ratio 2.67 equipped with full-span, 0.25 
chord, plain, leading- and trailing-edge flaps. It ie the purpose of 
tkds report to present. the aerodynamic characteristics of the ting tith 
the lsadfng-edge flap undeflected and with the trailing+dge flap 
deflected. The characteristics are presented for Mach numberrs from 
approximately 0.W to 0.98 and from LO9 to l&29, tith corr~eponding 
Reynolds numbers vb+ylng from about 0.94 x 10 to 1.27 x 10 . Insofar 
as feasible, the experimental results are compared with theory. 

F 

:. 

NOTATIO1v 

C wing chord measured in strea;rwise direction 

c meanaerodynamLc chord ofting(:rz) 

CD drag coefficient 

%I min minimum drag coeffioient .I-- 

%r 
hinge- nt .coeffl;cient af trailing-dge flap . 

trailing-edge flap hinge moment 
> 2q moment about hinge line of flap area-behind hinge line w 
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da rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient with angle of 
attack, per degree 

dc?f - rate of change of hingwment coefficient with traiU.ng-edge 
d8f flap deflection, per degree 

3 

lift coefficient 

pitching-mament coefficient about lateral axis through quarter- 
chord.point of mean aerodynamic chord with mean aerodynamic 
chord as reference length 

lift-drag ratio 

free-stream dynamic preesure . 

Reynolds number baaed on mean aerodynainic chord e 

.spanwise distance measured from wing-root+hord line 

wing angle of attack, dosees 

wing geometric angle of attack, uncorrected for wind-e1 jet- 
boundary interference (equivalent to a at supersonic Mach 
numbers), degrees - 

trailing-dge flap deflection, measured In plane normal to hinge 
line (positive when trailing edge is below chord plane), degrees - 

trailing-dge flap-effedtivenees parameter,. a&solute value of the 
ratio of the equivalent change in angle of attack to change in 
flap deflectfon at a constant lift coefficient 

DESCRIpTIOROFAPPARE!lJS 

The tests were conducted in the Ames l--by +1/24oot high-peed 
wind tunnel, a closed-throat tunnel vented to the atmosphere in the 
settling chamber. For the investigation the tunnel was equfpped with a 
flexible-throat asseribly (fig. 1) to permit operation at various subsonic 
and supersonic Mach numbers. 

The model employed in the investigation W&B a semispan model of a 
complete Wang having an aspect ratio of 2.67, a taper ratio of 0.5, and 
an unswept mercent chord line. Thewingm&elwas eqtippedwithfull- 
span, 2Fpercent chord, plain, leaang- and trailing-edge flaps, the 
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hinge axes of whioh were coincident tith the 25 end 75percent chord 
lines of the wing. Sections of the wing in the streamwise direction 
were 0.08 chord thick from the 0.25 to the 0.75 chord points tapering 
to sharp leading and trailing edges. The included wedge anglee of the 
flap sections were .18.2O. Plan and section views of the wing model 
together with the principal dimensions are shown in figure 2. The 
model was constructed of tool steel, hardened, ground, ati polished. 
The.leading- and trailing--edge radii were approximately 0.002 inch. 
The flaps were constructed with a 0.~inch-ddameter spindle attached 
at the root, such that the axes of the spindles were colFnear with the 
hinge axes of the flaps. The spindles were fitted-with electrical resist- 
ance strain gages of the torsion type for measuring the hinge moments of 
the flaps. Gaps of approximately l/j2 inch existed between the flaps and 
the wing panel. 

The wing model was mounted on an 184nch4iameter balance plate in 
the tunnel sidewall; as shun in the photograph of figure 3. Approxi- 
mately l/32-inch gaps existed between the roots of the undeflected flaps 
and the balance plate. The flap spindles extended through l/2-inch- 
diameter holes in the plate. The face of the balance plate exposed to 
the tunnel air stream was flush with the tunnel wall;and an.approximateJy 
l/l&inch annular mp exdsted between the periphery of the plate and the 

' tunnel wall. An external pressure-tight housing prevented flow through 
this gap from the outside atmosphere. Electrical resistance strafn 
gages were fitted to the supports of the balance plate for measuring the 
reactions on the model. Lateral restraint was accomplished in such a 
manner that friction in a plane parallel to the balance-plate face was 
effeotively e-ted. 

TESTS 

Lift, drag, and pitching moments of the wing, and hinge moments of 
the trailing-edge flap were determined as a function of Mach number f,or 
constant geometric. angles,of attack from -3O to 12' and for trailing- 
edge flap deflections of -loo, O", 20°, 40°, and 60°, with the flap*ring 
gaps unsealed. Except for flap d.efIectdons of,290 and 40°, lift, drag, 
and pitching moments were also obtained with the gaps sealed. The tests 
at small angles of attack for the undeflected flap were made at Mach 
nunibers ranging from about 0.50 to 0.98 and from 1.09 to 1.29. No tests 
of the wing could be made at Mach numbers.between 0.98 and 1.09 because 
of choking conditions in the tunnel test section. Reynolds numbers 
based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing varied from ap 
0.94 x 10s at a Mach number of 0.50 to approximately 1.27 x iii 

roximately 
10 at a 

Mach number of 1.15, as shown in figure 4. 
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CmONSTODATA 

The corrections to the angles of-attack and 
the wing due to wind;t;unnel+all interference at 

drag coefficients of 
&ib~onic Mach nmbers . 

were determined from reference 7 and are indicated in reference 8 to be 
independent of Ma&number. The wall-interference correotions (additive) 
which were applied to the data are as follows: 

L.ct (deg) = 0.51% 

&D = 0.0089 CL' 

,All the data at subsonic Mach numbers have been corrected'for model and 
wake blocksge by the methods of ,reference 9. These blockage corrections. 
vary with measured drag coefficient but are small for the most part, 
never exceeding a value of 3 percent even for the highest drag coefff- 
cients. 

Tare corrections obtained with the model supported independently of 
the balance plate have been applfed to the data at all the Mach xwmbers. 
These corrections were found to be practically independent of angle of 
attack or flap deflection snd are given in ooefficient form as follows: 

M Lift Drag Pitching Moment 

0.50 0.018 0.031 0.006 
.70 .015 l 03& -004 
.80 .0x4 -031 .#3 
-90 .013. .031 .OOl 
-95 .017 0033 . -.003 

1.09 .OOl .020 0. 
1.20 .ooy * .=5 -. 002 
1.29 ,003 .02i -.OOl 

, 
The pitching+noment data were obtained from the lift and drag reac- 

tions and are subject to combined errors of both the lift and drag meas- 
urements. Acoordingly, in the present report, the pitchingmment coef- 
ficients are regarded as bei.ng of qualitatfve rather than quantitative 
significance. . 

The stream inclination at the model position was found to be suffi- 
ciently small for all the test Mach numbers that no stream-angle 
corrections were necessary. 

. 

Tunnel-wall boundary-layer measurements made at Mach numbers from 
0.50 to 1.20 with the wind tunnel empty have-indIcated the existence of . 
a stable, turbulent boundary layer with a displacement thickness of 

t.+ 
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0.12 inoh at each Mach number. Theveiooity in the boundary layer at 
each Mach number varied approximately as the l/10 power of the distance 
from the wall. The effect of possible drainage.of low-energy air from 
the tunnel-wall boundary layer by the low, induced pressures on the 
wing is not known. 

I 

The effects of the possible flow of air sround the flap-spindle 
gaps and through the gap between the balance plate and the tunnel wall 
are also unknown, but are believed to have been negligible. 

AND DISCUSSION . 

The basic force and moment data for the wing with undeflected 
flaps, gaps unsealed and seaSed,. and h.inge-moment data for the undeflec- 
ted trailing-edge flap, gaps unsealed, are presented~&graphical form. 
l?he corresponding basic data for the wing with the trailingedge flap 
deflected are given in tables I to V, 

t 

Lift Characteristios 

Lift coefficients for the wing with flap undeflected are ahown in 
figure 5 as a f-urztion.of Mach number for various geometric angles of 
attack. It oan be observed in.this figure that the only significant 
changes in lift coefficient with increase in Mach number are the 
increases for angles of attack of.90 and l2O at subsonic Mach numbers 
above about 0.85. The variations with Mach number of the lift coeffi- 
cients for the wing with the flap-deflected (data given in tables I to V) 
are similarto that for the wing pith flap undeflected. The variations 
are, in most instances, somewhat greater for the wing with flap deflected 
than with flap undefleated. Sealing the gaps had generally little 
effect on the variation of lift ooeffioient with Mach number. 

Lift coeffic1ents.a~ a function of angle of attack $th flap 
deflection as a parameter,are presented in figure 6. It is observed in 
this figure that for the unsealed-gap configuration and for Mach mum 

'bers up to 0.90 the-slopes of the lift curvea at the highest angles of 
attack are markedly later than the slopes at zero angle of..attack; 
whereas for the higher Mach numbers the lift-curve slopes are practi.- 
tally a constantthroughout the entire angle+f-attack rage. The 
effect of sealing the gaps was to increase. noticeably the lift coef- 
ficients at-the highest angles of attack for Mach numbers up to O..gO. 
Very little.effect, however, is evident for.the higher Mach numbers. It 
is also.apparent in this figure that at the smaller angles of attack the 
lift-curve slopes for the-wing with undeflected flaps at Mach numbers 
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from 0.80 to 1.09, gaps unsealed or sealed, are lower than those for 
the wing with flaps deflected. The lower lift-aurve slope is believed 
to have resulted from separation of the flow over both surfaces of the 
trailing--edge flaR by virtue of the large trailing-edge angle. This 
separation also adversely affected the hing vntand pitohingwment 
oharacteristics of the wing with undeflected flaps, as mentioned later 
in the discussion. Furthermore, it is noted that no reduction in the 
lift-curve slope of a wing with undeflected control surface is evident 
in the semispan-shodel data of reference 4 (obtained at a constant 
Reynolds number of 2.0 x lo'), even for Mach numbers.as high as 0.94. 
The trailing+dge angle of the model of this reference was only 5.1° as 
cornwed with 18.2O for the model of the present report. 

The variations of lift coefficient with flap deflection for a con- 
stant angle of attack are shownin figure 7. In general, it may be seen 
that the trailing-edge flap is effective in changing the lift coefficient 
for each angle of attack and Mach number. Local regions of ineffective- 
nE388, or of negative effectiveness, me,y be observed at the highest sub- 
sonic Mach numbers for the positive angles of attack at small negative 
flap deflections and for the negative angle-of attack at small positive 
flap deflections. The effect of the gaps on the variation of lift coef- 
ficient with flap deflection was wrall, except at a Mach number of 0.50 
and at the highest angles of attack for the higher subsonii: Mach numbers. 
At a &ch number of 0.5O.the rate of change of lift coefficient with 
flap deflection was noticeably increased by sealing the gaps. 

The effect of Mach nuniber on the lift-curve slope dCL/du near 
zero angle of attack is exhibited in figure 8 for the wing with undeflec- 
ted flaps. Calculated values of the lift--curve slope for subsonic and 
supersonic Mach mmibem were determined by the methods of references 10 
and 11, respectively, and are also shown in this figure. Because of . the particular geometry of the wing of the present -investigation, the 
methods of the latter reference are applicable only for Mach numbers of 
1.25 and greater. 

It is observed in figure 8 that the effect of Mach number on the 
experimental lift--curve slopes was significant only at the highest sub- 
sonic Mach numbers. Sealing the gaps had, for the most p&t, only a 
small effect on the.lift-ourve slopesr It is apparent that the experi- 
mental lift-curve slope is considerably lower thsn that calculated. . . 
Such a disagreement might be emected in view of the large leading- and 
trailing-edge angles of the &percen&thick wing sections. Although 
the effect of Uach number on the Calculated and experimental lift-zurve 
slopes appears to be in agreement for Mach numbers up to 0.85, it ia 
believed that such agreement for the gresent case is fortuitous. 

The effect of Mach number on the flap-effeotiveness‘parsmeter 
da/dSf at lift coefficients of 0, 0.2, and 0.4 is shown in figure 9; 
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Also show-n in this figure for a lift coefficient of zero are theoretical 
values of da/d% for Mach numbers above 1.25, which -iere determined 
using the expression for lift given in.reference_ll For the calcula- 
tions, the hinge line of the flap was swept ahead of the Mach line, and 
it was assumed that the lift produced by flap deflection was independent 
of the lift produced by the incidence of the wing. Accordingly, the 
rate of change of lift coefficient with flap deflection-was equal to the 
liftiurve slope of a wing having the same plan form as.the flap. 

w 

-- 

It is evident in figure 9 that for the subsonic Mach numhere the 
values of da/d&f generally deorease with increase in Mach number. The 
amount of the decrease, however, becomes smaller for successively greater . 
lift coefficients. At the supersonic Mach number8 the effect of Mach 
number on the flapeffeotiveness parameter was small. Only small changes 
in the value of .the parameter are evident for changes in lift ooefficient. 
It may also be seen in figure 9 that the effect of sealing the gaps -gas 
significant only at the lowest subs&c Mach numbers. At these Mach * 
numbers, the flap~ffectiveness parameter was markedly increased by 
sealing the gaps. This incsrease resulted.primarily from an increase in 
the rate ofohaqe-of lift coefficient with flap deflection. (See v 
fig. 7.) For Mach numbers between 1.25.and 1.29, it can be observed 
that the experimental values of the flap-effeotivenees parameter at zero 
lift are about 0.6 of the.calculated. Good agreement would not be 
expected in view of differences noted in the experimental and calculated: 
lift characteristics. 

Hinge-Moment Charaoteristios 

The effect of Mach number on the hinge+naent coefficient of the 
undeflected trail-e flap for various angles of attack ie shown 
in figure 10. -portant variationsof hinge+noment coeffioient with 
Mach number are evident for angles of attack up to 6O,at Mach numbers 
greater than about 0.85. For angles of attack of 9' and 12' the varia- 
tions of hinge-moment coefficient are considerably different from those 
for the lower angles. It is.also noted that for:angles of attack as 
high as 6O the sign of the hing e-moment coefficients changes at Mach 
numbers between 0.80 end O,gO, and again, for angles of attack of 3O 
and 6O, at Mach numbers between 1.10 and l/20. The asymmetry of the 
curves about the zero hingemoment axis, and the fact that the hinge- 
moment ooefficients are not equal to zero.at zero angle of attack for 
both the subsonic and supersonic Mach ran&erg are believed to be due to 
a slight misalinement of the flap with the wing panel and to small errors 
in setting the flap-deflect$oq angle. The variatione.with Mach number 
of the hing~ment coefficient for the various flap deflections are 
large, and the effects of changes.in angle of attadk are more uniform 
for the deflected flip than for the undeflected flap. (See tables I to V. j c 
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Eing-ment coefffclents for the flap as a function of angle of 
attack end of flap deflection are presented in figures ll end 12, respec- 
tively. It is observed in figure 11 that the variations of hingelnoanent 
coefficient with angle of attack are generally irregular at the subsonic 
Mach numbers for the smaller flap deflections. In figure 12 it is seen 
that the variations of hMge+noment coefficient with flap deflection.are, 
for the most part, irregulsr at the smallest flap deflections for each 
Mach nwriber except 1.29. EWdences of flap overbalance may be seen in 
some of the low angle-of-attack curves for Mach numbers of 0.90 and 0.95. 
In general, for flap deflections greater than about 20°, it is observed 
that at Mach numbers up to 0.90 the rate of change of hinge-mament coef- 
ficient with flap deflection is nearly constant. 

The effects of Mach number on the rates of change of hinge-mament 
coefficient with angle of attack and with flap deflection are shown in 
figure 13. A substantial variation of dChf/da with Mach Mu&er is 
evident at the subsonic Mach numbers for the O", loo, and 20° flap 
deflections, and at the supersonic Mach numbers up to about 1.20 for the 
-loo, 00, 

dCh /da 
and 20° flap deflections. Marked changes in the values of 

SO2 

with flap deflection are also apparent, especially at the sub- 
c Mach numbers. The positive value of dChf/& for the 40° flap 

deflection, which is found only at the subsonic Mach numbers, appears to 
be inconsistent with the corresponding data for the other deflections. 
The reason for this discrepsncy is unknown. It can be observed that the 
value of dChf/doc for the undeflected flap changes from negative to ' 
positive between Mach numbers of 0.85 and 0.90 and back to negative 
between Mach nun&era of 1.10 and 1.15. It is believed that this undesiF 
able hingmment characterfstic is attributable to the large trailing- 
edgeangle of the flap. This belief is substantisted by evidence 
reported in reference 12. 

It can also be seen in figure 13 that the variation of dChf/dGp 
with Mach number is small at Mach numbers up to about 0.70, but is sig- 
tificant at Msch numbers near unity. These variations of 
however, are observed to be considerably less than those of 

Uhf/d 
7 

, 

with Mach number or with flap deflection. 
dChf da 

The values of dChf/d&f at 
the highest subsonic Machnumbers become less negative with fncrease In 
M&h number for angles of attack as high as 60 and even become slightly 
positive for angles of attack of -3O and O". Both these effects are 
believed to result frcmt the large trailing-edge angle of the flap. 
(See reference 12.) L 
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Drag Characteristics 

Drag coefficients for the wing with undeflected flaps are shown in 
figure 14 as a functicqof @ch qmber for various.ge%etric angles of 
attack. It is observed in'this figure that the variation of drag coef- 
ficient with Mach nt.u&er is relatively unaffected by sealfng the gaps. 
The effect of the gap on the minJsuun drag coefficlen_ts is shown in -.- 
figure 15, where minQ.uum dry coefficier& is pre8ented.as.a function of 
Mach Number. It may be seen t&t for the subsonic Mach numbers the 
minimum drag coefficfent for the wing with unsealed gaps is greater than 
that for the wing with sealed gaps, and the increment between the two 
appears to be nearly constant. At the supersonic Mach numbers the mini- 
mum drag coefficient for the wing with unsealed gaps is less than that 
for the wing tit& se&led gaps. 

Drag coefficient as a function of lift coefficient with flap deflec- 
tion as a parameter is shown in figure 16 for several Mach nuribers. The 
effect of the gaps is the most ponounced.at the highest lift coefff- 
clents shown for each flap deflection. At these lift coefficients the 
drag coefficients for the wing with sealed gaps are, in general, lower 
than those for the wing with uneealed gaps. For the 60° flap deflec- 
tion the drag coefficients at the highest lift coefficienta shown are 
markedly lower for the sealed-&p configuration. 

Drag coeffiirient as a function of flap deflection with geometric 
angle of attack as a parameter is shown for the unsealed-gap configu- 
ration in figure 17. In this figure, it is observed that for each Mach 
number very large increases in the drag coefficient result from deflec- 
tions of the flap. In general, the increibse appears to be effected very 
little by angle of attgok or by Mach number. 

Lift-Drag Ratio Characteristics 

The variation of lift-drag ratio with lift coefficient for the 
positive flap deflections is illustrated in figure 18. It may be seen 
In this figure that the maximum lift&&g ratio at each Mach number 
corresponds to either the 0' 0-r LO0 flap.defJxqt$on. At the-highest 
lift coefficients. shown, the maximum ratios correspond to flap deflec- 
tions of 10° or greater. As the lift coefficient is increased above 
approximately 0.4 the maximum lift-drag ratio is realfzed for succes- 
sively greater flap deflections and is decreased in magnitude. The 
decrease can be seen to be much grater for the subsonic Mach numbers 
than for the supersonic Mach nux@ers. It is also observed in figure 18 
that sealing the gaps generally increased the liftrdrag ratios for each 

F- 
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flap deflection.s@ Mach number, but this increase is significant only 
for the O" and~lO" flap deflections and for Mach numbers.of about 0.80 
or less. 

Pitching4oment Characteristics 

Pitching-nlament coefficients of the wing with undeflected flaps 
are presented infigure 19 as a function of Mach number for various geo- 
metric angles of attack. It is. observed that sealing the gaps had very 
little effect on the variation of pitching+nome nt coefficient with Mach 
number. Pitching4aent coefficients as a function of lift coefficient 
tith flap deflection as a parameter are shown in figure 20. In this 
figure it may be seen that the variations of pitching+ncment coefficient 
with lift coefficient are generally irregular and do not appear to be 
materially affected by sealing the gaps. The pitching- nt coeffi- 
cients of the wing for each flap deflection generally increase nega- 
tively for anincrease. in lift coefficient.at each Mach n&er, except 
those for-the wing with ur&eflected flap at the highest subsonic Mach 
numbers. 

The- variation of pitching-moms nt coefficient with flap deflection 
for the wing with unsealed gaps is presented in figure 21for various 
mgles of attack. Irregular variations are evident.in this figure at 
the subsonic Mach numbers, especially for the smallest flap deflections. 
At the supersonic Mach numbers, nearly uniform variations are observed 
for the range of flap deflections shown, -loo to 20'. 

. The effect of Mach number on the centeH~ressure location at 
zero lift is shown in figure 22 for the wing with undeflected flaps. 
The corresponding calculated locations, also shown in this figure, were 
determined by the methods of references 10 and IL for the subsonic snd 
supersonic Mach numbers, respectively. Because of the geometry of the 
wing, the methods of reference Il. were not applicable for Mach numbers 
less than 1.25. 

It may be seen In figure 22 the&'&t the subsonic Mach numbers the 
experimental center-of-pressure locations f.or the wing with unsealed or 
sealed gaps lie near- the calculated locations. From the pitching-moment 
data of figure 20 at the subsonic Mach nu&ersr it is evident that for 
the wing with deflected flaps the centeMf-pressure location would be 
substantially behind that calculated for the undeflected flap. At the 
supersonic Mach numbers between 1.25 and 1.29, the experimental locations 
of the center of pressure are considerably forward-of those calculated. 
It would appear from the pitching+nomen t data of figure 20 that for Mach 
numbers of 1.20 and 1.29 the locations of the center of pressure would 
be practically unchanged by flap deflection from -10' to 20°. 
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COIVCLUSIONS 

A semispan model of an unswept, tapered wing of aspect ratio 2.67 
employing trailing~e flaps and having sharp4eading-edge airfoil 
sections with a thickness-chord' ratio of 0.08 has been investigated at 
Mach numbers frm about 0.9 to 0.98 and from l.Og.to 1.29 with corre- 
sponding Reynolds mere varying from about 0.94 x 108 to 1.27 x Ids. 
From the results of this investigation it is concluded: 

1. The traiwdge flap was generally effective in producing 
an increment of lift at each angle of attack and Mach number. Small 
regions of ineffectiveness or of negative effectiveness, however, were 
evident at the highest subsonic Mach numbers forsmall flap deflections. 

2. The variations with Mach number of the rate of change of flap 
hingmoment coefficient with flap deflection were relatively small 
except at Mach numbers near unity where comparatively large changes and 
reversals in sign occurred. The effect of Mach number on the rate of 
change of hinge-moment coefficient tith angle of attack, however, was 
generally much greater -&ban that on the rate of change of hinge-moment 
coefficient with flap deflection. 

. 

3. The effects of the flaying gaps at the lowest subsonic Mach 
numbers were to increase the drag coefficients and decrease the lift 
coefficients at the highest angles of attack. At the higherMach num- 
bers, the effects of the gaps were generally small. 
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TABLFt I.- BASIC AEZIODYNAMIC DATA 
hip = 1001 

NACA FM AwJOgb 

Gape unsealed 

M 
0.v 
:E 
.88 
.91 
.* 

1.09 
1.20 
1.29 

a OL 

3.0 4.020 
3.0 -.047 
-3.0 ,087 

T 

3.1 -A24 
3.1 ,140 
-3.1 -.a& 
3.0 -072 
-3.0 --.076 
-3.0 --.041 

.51 .1 

.T2 
:g 

.l 
0 
0 

.91 0 

.9J+ 0 
1.09 0 
1.20 0 
1.29 0 

.51 3.1 

.-P 3.1 

:k z-i 
;5-$ ;:; 

l.ag 3:o 
1.20 3.0 
1.29 3.0 

.51 

.x2 

.104 
:Z 
.w5 
.O@l 
.04 

:gZ 

.W 

.247 
-264 
.266 
-285 
:$i 
-272 
.226 
-246 

-406 

:% 
.w 

:g; 
.46g 
.399 
.400 

.472 

2% 
.a. 
-651 
.7ce.. 

0.026 
.030 
-034 
.039 
.043 
.kl58 

:Z 
-075 

.@7 

.031 
-033 
.036 
.040 

22 
.OB- 
.Q79 

.061 

.04 

.074 
. . 08l 
.W 
.114. 
.w 
.1x? 
.106 

.I-23 

.I.22 

.123 
-132 
.I45 
*l-n 

:g 
.151 

.MO 
.2ti 
.213 
i2.21 
259 

:Z 

-. 038 
-.033 
-. c.a 
-.a?5 
-.021 
-.014 
-.048 

I:% 

-.033 -.ll8 
-.cF23 ~146 
-.c@o -.153. 
-.a?3 -. 164 
-.@6 -.170 
-.031 -.177 
-.43 -.161 
-.41 -.176 
-.42 -.2W 

-.a+5 
-.Qa 
-.02g 
-.035 

1::; 
--- 
--.092 
-.ogl 

-.070 
-070 
-. 050 
-.0* 
-.oge 
-.075 
-.W-l 
-.107 
-.107 

-.066 
-059 
-. 058 
-.077 
-. lofl 
-.l25 
--- 

-.131 
-.I27 
-.131 
-. I29 
-.a2 
-.m 
-.194 
-.213 
~240 

-.156 
-.156 
A.165 
-.1&a 
-.205 
-.254 

::g 
-.2& 

-.274 
-.W7 

I:;$ 
-.3* 
-.2g1 
-.323 

I:oT 
-.0-p 
-07-2 7.066 
-. 0% 
-.loB 
-.145 
-.m 

GaPa sealed 
M a CL CD % 

0.50 3.0 
.7l 3.0 

"-:;a --- --- 
--- -__ 

.82 -3.0 -.M3- --- -- - 
-87 -2.9 -.lbl - - - -.- - 
.w Q-9 -J&J --- --- 
.92 Q.9 --.215 -__ _-- 

1.w -3.0 -.o= 0.074 - -- 
1.20 -3.0 -.O?l .oia -0.04c 
1.29 -3.0 -.obl .074 -.03e 

.87 

:E 
1.W 
1.20 
1.29 

.1 

.l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

.51 3.2 

:G Z-f 
.87 3:1 
.90 3.2 
.94 3-l 

l.og 3.0 
1.20 3.0 
1.29 3.0 

.51 6.2 

:z 2,' 
.8-I 6.3 
.91 
.95 

2.2 
. 

.QI 6.2 

R I 1.09 6.0 
1.~0 6.0 
1.29 6.0 

.51 9.3 

.-e 9.3' 

.82 9.3 

.a8 9.3 
1.20 9.0 
1.29 9.0 

:: E:: 
.%2 l2:4 
.88 12.4 
.* 12.4 

1.20 32.0 
1.29 12.0 

.167 

:Z 
.OCA 
.067 
-019 
.O% 
.ag3 
.107 

.330 

.284 

.2-e- 

.278 

.287 

.250 

.286 

.2!% 

.253 

-4% 

:t: 
.4@4 
.4&. 
-469 
.44 
.477 

22 

.016 

.022 

.a26 

.030 

.w 

.040 

:E$ 
.075 

.044 

.042 

.045 

rE 

tz 

.06l 

22 
.076 
.45 
.lll 
.=9 
,114 
.ogl 
-113 

.=5 

.I.27 

.I-31 

.140 

.148 

.160 

.m 

.205 

.P5 

.=3 

.c@ 

.2O8 
-223 

Z:E$ 
-.CQC 
-.Cel 
-.,CQ! 
-0% 
11% 
-.060 
-.oga 
-. 030 
-.01g 
-.a23 
-.031 
-. 029 
--- 
--- 
-.@P 

-. l28 
70% 
-.046 
-.045 
-.W 
-A67 
-.085 
-092 

-.2; 

-.lce 

z:g 
-. 0% 
A-- 
-.w5 

-.036 
-. 033 
-.043 
-.ok4 

, I 
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TABLE II.- BASICAERODYNAMICDA!lZA 
bf=20*1 

II a %%l% chi 

*-*l 4.g “:%I 
0.043 4c-50 -o.log 

:ic 2: -047 5066 -044 

-051 

-.U8 -us 

$I $310" -@5 's:% ,118 

.g4 3:o 
.a22 :Z$ -.o63 -.=9 
.@3 .6-T -.O& -.140 

l.og 3.0 .o24 J-07 -.w -.252 
1.20 -3.0 -036 .lce -.lcm -.279 
1.29 3.0 .o47 -101 -.lOl. -295 

-51 
--@ 1; 

.203 .w 70-p -.I53 
-213 -059 5074 -.1g4 

:@J .l .l -216 222 .o@ -079 -.217 
.06$ -075 -233 

:$ .1 .l .239 .254 .*78 .og* -a3 -. 104 ,264 -.x5 
Log 0 .255 .1r3 -.126 -299 
1.20 0 * 191 -,112- 
1.29 ct .=9 :g -.l27 Ig 

.*I 3.2 .3@ .** -.070 -235 

.72 3.2 -.on --ET 

.82 3.2 :g :g -.076 -.g6 
A8 3.2 .EJ~ -0% -337 
-91 3.2 

:4x& 
-105 -.w9 -354 

.95 3.3 .W -135. -.x26 ,417 
Log 3.0 
1.20 3.0 $2 

-142 ,141 
-128 -. 146 I:g 

1.29 3.0 -364 -129 -A6 -.427 

.51 6.3 .541 .135 -.l2g -.p4 

:g 23' ;g .14-o 245 --.I01 -.115 
.88 6.4 

-.335 --353 
-159 -.1* --3a 

.92 z-i .123 .Iso -. 133 -.4o5 

.95 
6:o 

-734 .=9 -1-6 
1.20 -5J+5 .r6r --- 22 
1.29 6.0 .537 -168 -.l65 -.47h 

.51 9.3 .616 .207 -* 142 

.73 9.3 -681 

:ti 9'.: 
.726 s ::g 

I:;2 

-796 .235 ,153 zg4" 
44" ;:; . -911 .275 .3u 7209 -.lai -.*u -473 

1.20 9.0 :% .215 -.a3 
1.29 g-0 .680 222 -. 176 $2 

-53 E.3 .28l -.ogg -.&El 
:z 2 :g .28l -.39Q 

.83 l2:4 
.T29 

-. --.I21 102 
-.413 

.74 :Z -.lP -438 
:z E-Z 

1.20 l2:o 

1.006 .a93 .415 .352 -Al -.lgo --- --- 

:Z -275 --- '-453 
1.29 12.0 .292 --- -.B 

, 
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TABLE III.-BASIC AEZO D-&m C DATA 
E&f = 4001 

M 

051 

:g 
-89 
093 

-51 

:z 
-89 

a 

Gaps uniealed 

CL 

0.331 0.111 -0.160 -0.266 
.310 .124 -.154 -. 289 
~06 -135 -.162 -0317 
0303 .147 r.~65 -.341 
.301 .164 -.170 -.368 

.143 -.156 

.161 -.156 
-169 -.165 
.181 -.172 
.207 -. 1.89 

-.3ll 

1:;: 
-- 396 
-0437 

.647 .1g1 -.172 -0356 

.664 ,215 -il64 -.385 
0685 .228 -.1p -.4l2 
.722 .255 -0 195 -.463 
,736 .2g8 -.216 -0 519 

.796 .266 -0175 

.8x, 0279 -.172 

.&35 -298 -.201 

.g10 .314 -.205 

.g26 '396 -.24-a 

-.4o6 
-.422 
-.475 

Z:g$ 

.888 

.gos 

$1" 

l 343 

:g 
l 392 

--.l81 -.444 
-. 196 -.461 
-.216 -.504 
-.227 -0550 

.a% .416 -.1a -.452 
l 91-7 .421 -.200 -.480 

1.033 l 459 -.224 -.541 
1.108 .527 -.256 -.641 

CD- c, @f 



0.51 

:Z 
.8s 

-51 

:E 

.51 

:E 
-89 

-51 
:E 
-89 
.5x 

:$ 
-90 

-51 

:g 

a 

12.5 
12.5 
I-2.5 

Gaps f 

% 

-650 
.651 
.656 

-796 
-839 
-833 
-839 

-933 
. g6o 
-985 
-985 

1.008 
1.049 
1.064 
1.134 

1.039 
1.031 
1.016 

TABIZ IV.- BASICAERODYNAbGCDATA 
Is, = &*I 

sealed 

CD 

0.196 
.216 
.243 
.266 

.228 

.252 

.274 

-273 
.3& 
~325 
l 359 

.361 

.387 
-404 
.444 

1% 

.484 

.634 

-530 
-545 
-580 

-0.17l 
-.176 
-.181 
-. l&o 

,191 
-.188 
-.186 

-.181 
-. 196 
-.2l2 
-.285 

-.1g4 
-.2c?a 
-.225 

-.472 
-.4g8 .51 
-. 520 
-0 569 :E 

-89 
-502 

r:g :: 
-.a6 

:g 
-. 320 -91 
-a556 
-- 594 051 
,751 l 72 

.82 
-.555 .89 
1; L7: -90 

051 

22 

a 

0.571 

:g 
-574 

::: 

::: 

.670 
-732 

:g?2 

3.4 
3.5 

;:; 

6.5 

2:; 

2:: 

.842 
-893 
095 
- 952 . 

1,022 
1.129 
1.163 
1.185 
1.155 

g-6 
9.6 

;:; 
9-7 

1.163 
l-195 
l-279 
1.324 
1.320 

12.6 1.166 
12.6 1.118 
12.6 1.155 

sled 

CD 

0.202 
.213 
-237 
.263 

.225 
-243 
-272 
.2g1 

.265 

.2g1 
-322 
.341 

:g 
l 404 
.436 
0555 

0443 
.478 
-508 
- 595 
,662 

:;Zl 
l 599 

17 

-0.159 
-0 179 
-.185 
-a 195 

-.162 
-0177 
-.187 
-.208 

-.154 
-.156 
-.186 
-.2l8 

-0173 
-.215 
-.225 
-. 249 
-.3l2 

-.215 
-.231 
--.224 
-.301 
--323 

-.1-p 
a-- 
-.200 
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TABs;E V.- BASICAJ3RODY3IAMIC DALEA 
[fif = -1001 

I 
0.056 0.5 -3.2 a.332 0.045 0355 

.c-56 .T2 -3.2 -. 210 .039 .05! 
XL254 

-.257 
-.27l 

0.51 -3.1 
:g 3’; 
.86 -312 
.gl -3.9 

'.93 3.1 

1-g I:*: 
1' - 
l.ZY -,.Ll 

.5l -.l 

:iT 
-.l 
0 

-86 0 
.91 0 
.94 0 

7246 
-295 
-.283 
-*305 
-.2Ti 

.OP 

.*32 23 
-034 .ok 
-03 .04: 
.og .dt! 
.OSl .041 

-.118 .*7-l .064 
-.w -074 .w 

.O$ 
II 1.69 1.20 1.2 sl 

0 
0 0 

-.og6 
-.1pr 
-.&3 

-2 
.063 

:E 
.l& 
.lOl 
.04g 

-106 
.eol 
.21p;! 
.311 
.3a 
.367 
1294 
.233 
.237 

.O++ 
-074 
.V5 

.01g 

.o27 
,033 
.*39 
.Od 
.057 
.*76 
.On 

:Z 

:Eg 
.*77 

r$z 
.088 

.a 1.09 
1.20 
1.29 

.31 ~ .cia .M4 
.a28 .a26 
.OP .oQ3 
.040 .026 
.04k .Oll 
.0* .m7 
.0&s --- 
.074 .036 
.*73 .036 

:E A6 
.91 -057 l.oy 3.0 

:*z ls2 3*o 
.I14 I/ I .51 6.0 

.96 
1.09 
140 
1.29 

. 
.**t 
.053 
-047 

-175 
.233 
.287 

$2 
.pa 

-a5 
.044 II 

.03j 

.a9 
Teal 

.*I.8 

.@a 

.031 

.** .042 :Z 

.*5e .mg 

.06e .*a 

.op -.aR 

.116 .a14 

.037 .% 6.2 

:::85 law II I 1.20 2:: 

.114 .014 .c?55 

.ogl .019 .c& .51 9.1 .249 .*ga .o66 

:Egi .m5 .@5 .w .w .72 22 9.2 9.2 :i% 2-Z :E$ 
-88 9.3 

.*75 .ce8 .og5 .P 9.3 
a& .u3 

.14o -:E 
.a86 

:% 
.*76 .95 9.3 

.*97 .*53 1.20 9.0 El 
1% yK& 

.103 .013 .a?3 1.29 9.0 .3g5 .l28 :004 

.I27 -.005 .a39 

. 

.51 9.1 -245 

.Wl 
.91 9.1 .?&l 

.$r 1 .ti+l -016 1 .o& 11 Ali x.2 1 .367 1 .U37 1 .062 

.379 
-364 

.32i I -.003 

.l2l .a03 

12.1 '.236 

12.2 12.2 $4; 
12.2 -419 
12.2 .457 
12.0. .517 
l2.0 .50!5 

.u7 

.137 :3 

.w .*I.8 
~67 .oe6 
-9 .035 
.17o --- 
.1P -.015 
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Phte odiustment _ n 
mechanism 

\A 

/?fexible pfaie 

Fi@.&?/.- /flusfmthv of the flixible-throat mtwhtmism in fhe Ames 
h&h-qeed wthd hmnel. 

. 1 

I-by 3+-M 
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E 
-5oo 1. -. ’ 

-20 
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I I I t 

Figure 3.- Photograph of the Iwad with the leading- alla trai1ing-eage flaps 
deflected, -tea an the semispan balance in the Ames 1-Q 3+-foot 
hQ$-speed wlna tunnel. 
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‘I4 .5 .6 .7 .8 ,S I.0 

Mach mnber, M 

/.I I.2 I.3 1.4 

f&ure 4.- Ahvhqf vaniitlbn of Reynol& number with Mach number for fests of the 
semispan wing of aspect ratio 2.67 in the Ames /- by 3)-f& h&&speed wihzi 
tunnel. 
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.8 

.6 

I 
7:deg 

I 
, 'u,deg 

I I I 

I I 
u!des 

Much number, M 
tbl Gups setded 

. 

.- --- 

F@ure 5- ihiafion of hff coefficienf wifh ,%ch number rbr vu&us geomehic 

ungllps of ufkd-, f/ups undefiecfed 



, I I I 

GQPS unsealed. 

At@ ofattack~a,dsg 

(bl Gaps sealed. 

F&t? 6. - Vark~ti at sevwd ~ch.nunbsrs of lift coeff,Nnt wtih w@ of attmk for varkws tnn%ps@e f/sp ._. . 



.6 

.4 
2 
0 
2 
d 

-fOOklrn 0 0 

FYap deflec fion , S, , ai9g T 



I 

Flap dtv%ction, 8, ,deg 

lb)Gaps sea/w! 

F&se 7- Cmluded. 



./2 

-08 

I 

- .04 \ I I I 

Lq?w un8cul&i---/ 

x 

O- I 
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 I.1 /.2 I.3 I.4 

Mach number, M 

Figure 8.- Effect of Mach number on the lift-curve slopes near zero angle of attack 
for the wing with un&f/ecfed flaps. 
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. 

Fiipre 9.- Vurib??on of the iru&g-edge-f@ effectiveness purumefer WificI Mach 
number for seveful tiff coefficients. 
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.08 

. r20 .5 .6 ? .8 .9 f0 f/ c2 L3 
MaCh nUm&8r, M 

figure/O.- Vuribfion with #hcb number of the bhge-momwf coefficikwf of the 
fhx’/irg-edge f/q0 hr vafib.5 geomeffic angles of uttack; f/ups mdeflectee 
gaps unseded 

. 



i Angle of offmk,a, deg 



0 0 
F7op deflection, &+, deg 

0 0 
Ffap deflecfion, 4 ,deg T 

, 
F&W i2- VMthn at sew& Albc/ nun&m of Nnge?nomenf coeffkihd wiih f@ deflecthi fw wrbus geometric 

ongks of otfaC4, gqas unsell/ed 
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(u) ffafe of chunge of hhge-moment coefficienf with angle of uftuck ut zero ungiie 
of utfuck. 

-l--l-I---N 
I I I I I I I I 

a$ deg d deg _ -3 --- 6 
------ 

-.04- --- 

--.Ob-' r I I 
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 !.i f-2 1.3 

’ Much number, M 

(h)Rufe of chunge of hhge-moment coeffkhnt with tfuik&-ge f/q0 defection ut , 0” deflection. 

figwe IS- Effmfs of Much number on fhe dopes of fhe frdhg-edge-f/up 
hinge-moment cwveq gaps unseulea! 
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24 

20 

./6 

.08 

J6 

./2 

-08 

I ! I I I/ I 

t 

10) Gaps unseufed. 

a,‘deg 
a,deg 

I 

-- I 
v- -- 

6 AL 

s .6 .7 .8 .9 12 13 
Mach number, A4 

(2) Gaps sealed. 

Figufe /4.- Vurikx’ion of drug coefficienf wifh Much num&er for warious geometric 
angles of af fack, flaps undeflected. 

q@mm=.- 
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.04 

.OP 
- - -. c- 

-.-CC- -__---I---* -- 

O- 
3 .6 .7 .8 .9 LO /.I I.2 I.3 

Mach numbor, Y 

&XJ#/~- ~afiathn Of #h8 minthwm drag CO8ffliihwd With Mach number, hWi%g-8t&78 f@ unokrflected. 
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.48 

.44 

.40 

.36 

.32 

.28 

.24 

-20 

.I6 

.I2 

3 95 109 120 l23 

ttt 1111 t I t I I’ 1IIIIIIIIIIiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
II I I I I I II t I I II I I 

0 .2 4 .6 .8 123 for At=.5 0 0 0 
Uft cmrfflcient, 6, 

fb)Gqs s&d 

f7iwl?l6- cwed 

. 
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6 

6 

4 

2 

I I I I I t I I I I I 

0 
---- 10 
---20 
---4b 
m--- 60 B 

6 

2 Y 7 

0 
0 ./ .2 -3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 i.0 I./ 

Liff coefficient, CL 

(u) Gups unseuled 

Figure /8,- Vuiiatim of severuf Mach mm&en of /h?-drag ratio wtih fifi 
coeffiffM for several tm%g-dge f/up def/ecfions. 
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* .16 S,, M7 1 ! 1 

0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 LO f.f 
Lift coefficienf,, CL 

(b) Gups seded 

Ffgufe /8- Comh&o! 
. 
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. 
104 

98 
> /2 

5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1x2 d/ A2 A3 

f/&We /St.- Hzfiuff/bn of p/fchhg-momenf coefficienf wifh Mach number f&r 
vurio~s geomefric ungles ‘of uf fock, f/ups undeflecfed. 



: 

.I I 

(a) Gaps unsealed. 
~iure20.- I/ori4/ion at seveml Mach numbers of pifchihg-moment coeffiS?nt with fifi coeftkbnt for various 

$2 

tding -e&e flap deffecfbm. 
8 

I 3 

L ‘. 
t . 



I , 

&me 20. - Conclud& 

. 



90 0 loEo324omta 0 0 0 

‘. Flop det%?ction , a,, deg 

: 

R&.re 2L- Varbhbn at SEW/ Aloch mm~Ws of pitchii?g-momenf coeffm wt?h tr&ng-edge flop akffeciion ttv i 
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